COLORADO SENIOR MATCH PLAY
At Woodmar C.C.
Par 72
Larry Anderson def. Frank Wagner 2-1
Les Fowler def. Jim Gywinn 2-1
Burt Wells def. Ken Sorensen 8-7
Buzz Boles def. Mel Germer 2-1
Chuck Gouley def. Dennis Sullivan 2-1
Dale Einspehr def. Ron Evanson 7-6
Warren Simmons def. Ole Olthobaugh 5-4
Jim English def. Terry Simpson 3-4
Les Fowler def. Larry Anderson 3-2
Burt Wells def. Buzz Boles 6-7
Chuck Gouley def. Dale Einspehr 2-1
Warren Simmons def. Jim English 3-2

Senior Match Play
At Woodmoor Country Club, Monument
Par 72, 6,325 yards
Quarterfinals
Les Fowler def. Larry Anderson, 3 and 2; Bert Wetz def. Buzz Boles, 8 and 7; Chuck Gouley def. Dale Einspehr, 1 up; Warren Simmons def. Jim English, 3 and 2
Second round
Anderson def. Frank Wagner, 2 and 1; Fowler def. Jim Gywinn, 2 and 1; Wetz def. Ken Sorensen, 8 and 7; Boles def. Mel Germer, 1 up; Gouley def. Dennis Sullivan, 2 and 1; Einspehr def. 7
Simmons def. Ole Holobaugh, 5 and 4; English def. Terry Simpson, 3 and 3

COLORADO SENIOR MATCH PLAY
At WOODMOOR COUNTRY CLUB
First round